
Content

History and significance of Kanban
Practices and principles of the Kanban method
Techniques for the visualization of knowledge work
Benefits and understanding of WIP limits
Differences between pull and push systems
Simulation to test what you have learned right away
Development of Kanban systems in practice
Different flight levels (portfolio boards)
Implementation of various feedback mechanisms in the system
Practical application areas of the Kanban method
Tips and tricks for a successful start with Kanban 

Key Learnings

Theoretical basics of Kanban and how it works
Development of the Kanban system, visualization and activation of improvement potential 
Successful application of the effective change process (evolutionary change management) in
your own area of responsibility
Knowledge of WIP limits for efficiency and effectiveness in creative work
Statistical feedback – How to read the data behind Kanban systems
Design and implementation of a Kanban system with teams and organizational units

Methodology & didactics

This training will be offered online for the time being. It will be conducted with Zoom and the digital
whiteboard Conceptboard.
The course will take place on 2.5 days to avoid 7 hours of online teaching at a stretch and to ensure that
business work does not have to be left completely undone. The last half an hour is planned for questions
/ as a buffer.

The focus will be on the practical applicability of the learned material. Participants are given the
opportunity to bring their own questions and problems into the group and solve them with guidance.

Target audience

This training is designed for team leaders, project managers, Scrum masters, Agile coaches and all
those who want to optimize their organizations systemically and build Kanban boards. The training also
helps you if you have already implemented Kanban and are not sure if your own Kanban system is
state-of-the-art.

Kanban System Design (Modul I) («KSD»)
Learn the basics and practices underlying the Kanban method and get the tool to successfully
implement one of the most effective change processes (evolutionary change management) in your
area of responsibility.

Duration: 2.5 days
Price: 2'200.– 
Course documents: Personalized training material and current books (in PDF format), training photo
protocol
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Requirements

Interest in the Kanban method or knowledge analogous to the following course are helpful (the
certificate does not have to be presented as proof, as only an assistance, but no obligation):

Team Kanban Practitioner («TKP»)

Additional information

On request, we can organise this course for you as in-house training at your location. You are welcome
to contact us if you are interested.

Further courses

Kanban Systems Improvements (Modul II) («KSI»)

Any questions?

We are happy to advise you on +41 44 447 21 21 or info@digicomp.ch. You can
find detailed information about dates on www.digicomp.ch/courses-digital-
transformation-technologies/agile/course-kanban-system-design-modul-i
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https://www.digicomp.ch/courses-service-project-management/lean-and-process-management/course-team-kanban-practitioner
https://www.digicomp.ch/courses-service-project-management/lean-and-process-management/course-kanban-systems-improvements-modul-ii
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